S1. Experimental setup
The experimental set-up used for characterization of the germanium vacancy (GeV) centers and their coupling to dielectric loaded surface plasmon polaritons waveguide (DLSPPW) is presented in Figure S1 . of GeV-waveguide system is taken by a grating spectrometer.
S2. Distribution of fluorescence lifetimes for GeV emitters in nanodiamonds
Figure S2 . There is also a ~10% contribution from in-plane polarization axis along the waveguide axis (z-axis) to the DLSPPW mode (c) which can be added efficiently in the plasmonic decay by proper alignment of the waveguide axis along the dominant dipole component (e.g. along = /6 in the GeV nanodiamond shown in Figure 2d in the manuscript). Dipole axis has similar effect on β-fator (Γpl/Γ0), i.e. the main contribution is belong to the normal axis (y-axis) polarization.
S4. Propagation characteristics of DLSPPW on Ag crystals
Figure S4 
S5. Coupling efficiency of GeV-DLSPPW system
We simulate the reflection and propagation losses of the grating out-coupler which derives the reflection around 8% at 600 nm and propagation losses due to the absorption through the grating around 12% (Fig. S5 ). This gives a ~80% out-coupling efficiency. We should notify that the simulation is performed based on Palik's data 1 for modeling of Ag plate and provides an overestimation for the propagation losses. For the grating structure that is made on Ag crystal, we estimate 4% losses due to the propagation, and therefore 88% out-coupling efficiency. . is 2.8 μm, k and E0 denote the wavenumber, and the incident field, respectively.
S6: Controlled placement of nanodiamonds in plasmonic nanostructures
Positioning of nanodiamonds relative to the coordinates of the markers, and deterministic placement of a waveguide embedding a pre-selected nanodiamond is illustrated in Figure S7 . 
